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Abstract. Capturing changes in an individual’s language is an impor-
tant aspect of personalised mental health monitoring. A key component
is modelling the influence of time, as contextual information both in the
recent or distant past/future carries varying semantic weight. We cap-
ture and contrast this information by identifying neural, time-sensitive,
bi-directional representations of individuals – modelling time-intervals
in their social-media posts inspired by the Hawkes process. We demon-
strate that our approach helps identify whether an individual’s mood is
changing drastically, or smoothly on two social media datasets – yielding
superior performance compared to time-insensitive baselines and outper-
forming the state-of-the-art on the CLPsych 2022 shared task.
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1 Introduction

Mental health has rapidly become one of the most prevalent public health
problems worldwide. A recent large-scale longitudinal study [17] on identify-
ing changes in mental health showed that the prevalence of likely mental health
problems in the UK increased from 24.3% between 2017-19 to 37.8% in April
2020 during the COVID-19 pandemic, claiming large health and economic costs
and highlighting the timeliness and need for developing scalable tools for moni-
toring changes in mental health in an automated, real-time manner.

Social media provide a rich resource for addressing this challenge. However,
most related work based on longitudinal social media data typically ignore the
time-varying nature of an individual’s mental state and instead make aggregate
user- [3, 6, 18, 30] or post-level predictions – e.g. identifying posts with suicidal
ideation indicators [13,29,35] or mental health symptoms [12,24,27].

Task Definition. This work focuses on predicting moments of change
in mood (MoCs) in individuals on the basis of textual content shared online.
Following the definitions by [38], we work with user timelines (sequences of
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chronologically ordered individual user posts), aiming at classifying each post
as a: (1) switch – sudden, abrupt change in mood, from positive to negative, or
vice versa; (2) escalation – gradual change, where the user’s mood progressively
becomes more positive/negative; or (3) none – user’s baseline mood, no MoC.
The task formed the basis of the latest CLPsych shared task [37], where neural
networks, such as LSTMs, were employed by nearly all teams [1, 4, 7, 9, 14, 28].
While such approaches help in modelling the sequence dynamics in posts, they
lack the ability to account for the significant changes and heterogeneity in time-
intervals between posts.

Temporal point processes (TPPs) [15, 16] are designed for modelling
variable-length, asynchronous event sequences spaced irregularly in continuous-
time (e.g. posts on social media). The self-exciting Hawkes process [25] is a
popular TPP that has been frequently applied to social media data [31]. It models
the probability of an event occurring, where recent events spike the probability
of future events occurring, followed by a (typically exponential) decay, making
the probability of future events less likely in the absence of recent ones. Neural
TPPs (NTTPs) [34] leverage neural networks (typically RNNs [20]) to learn a
highly complex, flexible representation of an event history, which is then used
to parameterize the conditional distribution of the probability of a next event
occurring.

In this paper, rather than predicting the probability of post events occurring,
we instead aim to enrich learned dynamics of individuals by taking advantage of
the parameterizations for modelling time in the Hawkes process. We thus model
BiLSTM hidden states over post embeddings of a given user to learn the basic
sequence dynamics of a user’s linguistic posting context, and aggregate these
with a transformation similar to a Hawkes process – to combine the learned dy-
namics of the sequence information captured by LSTMs with the time-sensitive
information in the representations, modelled with exponential decay. Specifically
we make the following contributions:

– We propose a time-aware approach for modelling textual posts of individuals,
by transforming their respective LSTM hidden states over previous/future
posts with self-excitation and exponential decay that varies with time.

– We extend the time-aware approach to the bi-directional setting and work
on two social media datasets, showcasing that this combination outperforms
non-time-aware baselines, and all teams from the CLPsych 2022 shared task.

– We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach, in an ablation study in-
vestigating (1) time-aware features and (2) bi-directionality.

2 Method

Notation. A user’s u timeline T (u) consists of chronologically ordered posts
p(u,i) = {v(u,i), t(u,i), y(u,i)} (0≤i<|T (u)|), where the ith post is represented by
its post-level embeddings v(u,i), associated posting timestamp t(u,i) and ground-
truth label y(u,i)∈{S,E,O} (switch, escalation or none respectively). Our aim is
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to predict each label ŷ(u
′,i) in a test user’s u′ timeline T (u′), given the sequence

of {v(u′,i), t(u
′,i)}.

2.1 Model

Here we outline our model for incorporating temporally contextual information
for identifying MoCs in a timeline. We model historical, time-sensitive informa-
tion about the user (HEAT) and extend our model to operate over trainable
hidden representations (Modelling sequence dynamics) as well as contextual
future information (Bi-directionality).

Compared to prior work for this task [37, 38], we note that we are first to
approach the problem with a sequence-based, bi-directional, and time-sensitive
approach that considers the time-stamps of historical and future posts to predict
moments of change in mood. Most prior approaches fail to model the influence
of time [2, 5, 8, 10, 11, 22, 23, 28], neglect the importance of bi-directionality [2, 8,
10,11,14,28] or fail to model sequence dynamics [11,28] for predicting moments
of change.

HEAT. To aggregate historical posts of a user into a temporally-informed em-
bedding, [33] proposed to model the influence of time on an individual’s historical
post representations v(i) in a timeline via the Historical Emotional AggregaTion
(HEAT), comparing each post at index i, with each historical post in the timeline
at index j:

v
(i)
HEAT =

∑
j:∆τj>0

v(j) + ϵe−β∆τjmax(v(j), 0), (1)

where ∆τj=t(i)−t(j) (measured in days), and ϵ and β are fixed hyper-parameters
reflecting the amount of self-excitation and exponential time-decay to apply to
each post respectively when building an aggregate representation at each time-
step. As such, HEAT encodes the dynamics of historical post representations in
a time-aware manner.

Modelling sequence dynamics. [32] model raw post representations v(i) via
Eq. 1. By contrast we model BiLSTM hidden state representations h(i) of posts,
to better capture sequence dynamics. We thus apply Eq. 1 by substituting v with
h at each timestep to model aggregate representations of u’s historical posts.

Bi-directionality. Motivated by the notion that changes are better identified
by comparing the current post in relation to previous and future posts made by
u, and by the recent work of [36] who explored bi-directional neural ordinary
differential equations for classifying posts on social media, we further extend
the HEAT representations to be bi-directional: we learn a HEAT representation
over historical posts with timestamps t < t(i), which is then concatenated with
another HEAT representation that is learned over future posts with timestamps
t > t(i).
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Fig. 1. Architecture of our proposed BiLSTM-HEAT model. Forward and backward
LSTM hidden states are aggregated using HEAT (equation 1), in the past and future
directions respectively. Future and past HEAT representations are then concatenated
for each post index, along with the associated original BiLSTM hidden representation
at each post index. After scaling the concatenated representation, this is passed into
the final linear layer to predict the label of each post in a given timeline.

Final model. We concatenate the HEAT representations with the original hid-
den representations of the BiLSTM learned at i. This is to preserve the sequence
information captured by the BiLSTM, and linguistic information in the origi-
nal post embeddings, and to contrast these to the temporal information in the
historical and future post representations that are concatenated. We scale all 3
concatenated representations by passing them through a tanh activation func-
tion before feeding them as input to the final linear layer, making one prediction
per time-step (post) for an entire timeline (see Fig. 1).

3 Experimental Setting

Table 1. Summary of the datasets used in our work.

Reddit TalkLife
Users 186 500
Timelines (posts) 255 (6,195) 500 (18,702)
Label distr. % (O/E/S) 77.6 / 15.8 / 6.6 84.5 / 10.8 / 4.7
Timeline Length ∼ 2 months ≤ 2 weeks
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Datasets. We work with two datasets containing timelines of longitudinal user
posts in English annotated for MoCs (see Table 1). We note that these are the
only two such datasets available for this task. These datasets include (a) Reddit,
from the CLPsych 2022 shared task [37]; and (b) TalkLife [38], a social net-
work for mental health support. Both datasets were annotated using annotation
guidelines introduced in [38], which are also summarized in our appendix A. (a)
was annotated by 4 English (2 native) speakers and (b) by 3 English speaking (1
native) university educated annotators. We keep the train/test split used by [37]
for (a); for (b) we perform the same 5-fold cross-validation as in [38].

Models, Baselines and Metrics. We represent each post in a timeline as its
[CLS] representation extracted from BERT [19] fine-tuned for identifying MoCs
at the post-level on our training data, using focal loss [26]. On Reddit, we con-
trast our performance against state-of-the-art (SOTA) from the CLPsych 2022
shared task: (a) UoS [4] is an attention-based BiLSTM operating on different
input representations of each post of a timeline; (b) WResearch [7] is a XGBoost
classifier, fed with emotionally-informed and abnormality seq2seq-based vectors
for each post. On TalkLife, we compare against SOTA from [38]: (a) BERT(f)
is a post-level BERT-based classifier, trained using focal loss; (b) BiLSTM-bert
is a timeline-level BiLSTM operating on the posts, which are represented as
the [CLS] token of (a). We report (per-class/macro-averaged) precision, recall
and F1 scores (i) on the test set of Reddit, and (ii) on the 5 folds of TalkLife
(macro-averaged). The grid-searched hyper-parameters and training details are
provided in Appendix B.

4 Results

4.1 Comparison against SOTA

Results of our model (BiLSTM-HEAT) and baselines in Reddit and TalkLife are
shown in Table 3. BiLSTM-HEAT surpasses all models on Reddit in nearly all
evaluation metrics and classes, offering a 5.7% relative improvement on macro-F1
compared to current SOTA – UoS [4]. Importantly, it achieves a large perfor-
mance gain of 17.6% relative on F1 over UoS – also a BiLSTM-based model – on
the most challenging class (switch), highlighting the importance of time-aware
modelling for capturing rare cases (see Table 1).

On TalkLife, BiLSTM-HEAT fails to outperform the SOTA BiLSTM-bert
in most cases, which could be due to the difference in temporal granularity
between the TalkLife and Reddit datasets – where Reddit consists of much longer
timelines with much larger time-intervals between posts. As a result, modelling
the heterogeneity in the time-differences between posts may be more important
for identifying MoCs for this dataset – whereas modelling sequence dynamics
alone is sufficient for timelines with shorter time-intervals between posts, which
we investigate further in our ablation study, presented next.
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Table 2. Per-class and macro-averaged results on each dataset (Reddit, TalkLife).
Best scores are highlighted.

Reddit macro-avg S E O
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

Majority – .333 .280 – .000 .000 – .000 .000 .724 1.000 .840
WResearch .625 .579 .598 .362 .256 .300 .646 .553 .596 .868 .929 .897
UoS .689 .625 .649 .490 .305 .376 .697 .630 .662 .881 .940 .909
BiLSTM-HEAT .706 .670 .686 .475 .415 .442 .741 .654 .694 .902 .942 .921

TalkLife macro-avg S E O
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

Majority – .333 .280 – .000 .000 – .000 .000 .845 1.000 .916
BERT(f) .520 .554 .534 .260 .321 .287 .401 .478 .436 .898 .864 .881
BiLSTM-bert .621 .553 .580 .397 .264 .316 .568 .461 .508 .898 .936 .917
BiLSTM-HEAT .584 .552 .566 .329 .290 .308 .524 .448 .483 .897 .920 .908

4.2 Ablation Analysis

To study the contribution of each component in our model, we ablate each of
the components presented in §2 and train and evaluate the resulting models on
both datasets: (a) we keep HEAT but remove the bidirectionality component,
so that HEAT operates on the previous hidden states of an LSTM (-BDR);
(b) we remove the ‘modelling sequence dynamics’ component (-MSD), so that
HEAT operates on our raw input embeddings instead of the hidden states –
concatenating past and future HEAT representations of v(u,a,i) only.

Table 3 summarises our results. Removing the LSTM component (-MSD)
has the worst performance by a large margin, highlighting the importance of
sequential modelling for our task. This further illustrates the benefit of applying
HEAT over LSTM hidden states, rather than on raw posts – as we are able to
take advantage of the dynamics learned by these sequence based models.

Bi-directionality (i.e. applying HEAT both on historical and future directions,
compared to only applying HEAT in the historical direction) seems to benefit
our model most for predicting escalations, and less so for switches. We attribute
this due to escalations being more gradual and smoother changes over several
future posts, as opposed to switches which are more abrupt and can be more
immediately seen just by considering a shift from the previous context – and as
such may benefit less from considering the context in a user’s future posts.

Sequence length. We analyse the performance of our model and its variants
introduced in our ablation study, investigating the ability of our model to account
for the heterogeneity in time-intervals between posts, as well as being able to
model sequences of varying lengths.

Figure 2 shows our full model BiLSTM-HEAT is able to best capture se-
quences of varying lengths, being best suited for capturing moments of change in
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Table 3. Ablation study: Scores when removing/altering parts of our model. Results
are averaged over 3 different random seeds. Best scores are highlighted.

Reddit macro-avg S E O
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

BiLSTM-HEAT .706 .670 .686 .475 .415 .442 .741 .654 .694 .902 .942 .921
-BDR .722 .673 .693 .533 .439 .480 .735 .630 .677 .899 .950 .924
-MSD .571 .565 .566 .182 .228 .201 .655 .591 .621 .877 .875 .876

TalkLife macro-avg S E O
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

BiLSTM-HEAT .584 .552 .566 .329 .290 .308 .524 .448 .483 .897 .920 .908
-BDR .585 .528 .551 .325 .257 .286 .540 .397 .457 .890 .930 .910
-MSD .480 .442 .455 .200 .139 .161 .368 .272 .312 .872 .915 .893

timelines with both few and many longitudinal posts. Removing the component
which models sequence dynamics (-MSD) leads to the largest performance drop
across all sequence lengths, suggesting that modelling LSTM hidden states with
exponential time-decay provided by HEAT provides the largest performance gain
compared to modelling the raw posts without considering the sequential dynam-
ics. Indeed for TalkLife, we see a large 23.9% and 10.1% relative performance gain
when averaging the macro-average F1 scores from using BiLSTM-HEAT over -
MSD for both long (80 ≤ posts ≤ 100) and short (0 ≤ posts ≤ 20) sequences.
Modelling posts in a bi-directional manner also leads to another performance
gain of 1.5% and 6.6% when comparing BiLSTM-HEAT to -BDR by averaging
the macro-average F1 scores for the same long and short sequences. This fur-
ther suggests that considering the user’s representations of their future and past
together is well suited for identifying changes in a user.

For Reddit a much higher relative performance gain over -BDR occurs for
shorter sequence lengths, and a lower relative gain for longer sequences is ob-
served – whereas for TalkLife the opposite is true. Furthermore, we also see
that performance decreases with sequence length for all models on Reddit, but
conversely performance increases for all models (except -MSD) on TalkLife. We
attribute these due to differences in the domains of the datasets, where posts on
Reddit are specifically made on mental health related subreddits which might
be more indicative of a MoC, whereas posts on TalkLife are more general – dis-
cussing day-to-day-life. This is also supported by the easier nature of the task
on Reddit based on our results in table 3.

Time-intervals. Figure 3 demonstrates BiLSTM-HEAT outperforms all met-
rics for varying time intervals relative to previous posts, for nearly all classes and
metrics on TalkLife – slightly under performing -BDR only in macro-average pre-
cision and precision for escalations. On Reddit, BiLSTM-HEAT achieves the best
macro average F1 score for capturing the rare class “escalation” overall across
varying time-intervals, with a relative performance gain in F1 of 1.4% and 9.0%
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Fig. 2. Performance of models when assessing posts in timelines of varying sequence
lengths.

Fig. 3. Effect of time-intervals when assessing posts for MoCs, with the models pre-
sented in our ablation study. We evaluate the performance on posts that have a time-
interval of less than or equal to what is presented on the x-axis.
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on larger timer intervals (≤ 5 days). On Reddit our model struggles to model
switches effectively – being outperformed by -BDR, which only considers the
forward direction when modelling sequence dynamics and performing aggrega-
tion with HEAT. -BDR observed a gain in F1 over BiLSTM of 28.9% on smaller
time intervals and a lower relative gain of 14.1% on larger time intervals. This
further suggests that for Reddit, the more abrupt class (switch) is better cap-
tured by only considering the immediate previous context rather than the rest
of the user’s distant future posts with bi-directionality, as discussed earlier from
analysing table 3. Compared to -MSD, we see a high 81.4% relative performance
gain in F1-score for BiLSTM-HEAT on Reddit for smaller time-intervals (≤ 1
day) and a significantly higher 240.0% relative gain on longer time-intervals (≤ 5
days), for assessing “switches” – demonstrating the effectiveness of modelling
BiLSTM hidden states with HEAT in a bi-directional manner.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have presented a time-sensitive approach for building repre-
sentations of users at different points in time, based on linguistic and temporal
context in social media posts in a bi-directional manner. By modelling a user’s
timeline of posts with a BiLSTM parametrized by time-dependent exponen-
tial decay with a Hawkes process, we demonstrate superior performance over
prior approaches which did not consider temporality and bi-directionality to-
gether when assessing changes in mood of individuals – outperforming the best
performing systems on the CLPsych 2022 shared task, which targets the same
objective.

6 Limitations

Our model is trained to predict the presence of MoCs on the basis of content
shared online by social media users. As such, it cannot generalise to detect
changes in mood unless these are reflected in an individuals’ posts. This fact
has a further downstream effect in sample bias, since our datasets consist of
users who have (a) certain demographic characteristics as social media users
who post in English and (b) have selected to self-disclose their well-being online,
which has been shown to lack generalisability in related (user-level) mental-
health tasks [21].

The limitation of generalisability is also present in the ability of our models to
effectively predict MoCs in datasets of different characteristics. For example, the
BERT(f) model trained on TalkLife, which achieved the second-best results in
[38] on this dataset, was easily outperformed when applied on Reddit by a simple
post-level logistic regression trained with in-domain tfidf feature vectors [37].
This highlights the importance of the different characteristics of each platform
(e.g., length/content of messages) as well as of the different time intervals used
to define what constitutes a ‘user timeline’ in the pre-annotation stage (e.g. 2
weeks in TalkLife vs 2 months on Reddit).
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Finally, the definitions of MoC that we have followed in our work has been es-
tablished on the basis of mood changes in social media. A well-established model
performance on other related types of NLP-based MoC identification tasks, such
as detecting changes during psychotherapy sessions, cannot be safely hypothe-
sised from the findings of this work.

7 Ethics Statement

Ethics IRB approval was obtained from the IRB Committee of the lead Univer-
sity prior to engaging in this research study. Our work involves ethical consid-
erations around the analysis of user generated content shared on social media
(TalkLife and Reddit). A license was obtained to work with the user data from
TalkLife and a project proposal was submitted to them in order to embark on
the project. Potential risks from the application of our work in being able to
identify moments of change in individuals’ timelines are akin to the identifica-
tion of those in earlier work on personal event identification from social media
and the detection of suicidal ideation. Potential mitigation strategies include re-
stricting and regulating access to the code base and annotation labels used for
evaluation.
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A Annotation Guidelines

The two datasets of longitudinal user posts annotated for MoCs that we make
use of in this paper were sourced by [38] and [37] for TalkLife and Reddit re-
spectively. Both datasets were annotated using the same annotation guidelines
and annotation interface proposed [38].

Annotators were provided with timelines to view, containing chronologically
ordered posts by users, along with their associated comments and timestamps.
They were then asked to label posts for MoCs.

The first type of label, “Switch” was defined in the guidelines as a “drastic
change in mood, in comparison with the recent past”. Annotators were also
tasked to label how long the Switch in mood persists (i.e. label its beginning
and end). The second type of label “Escalation” was defined in their guidelines
as a “gradual change in mood, which should last for a few posts”. Similarly,
annotators were also instructed to label the associated range of posts for how
long this change persists: where a peak of the escalation must be labelled, and
the beginning and end of the gradual mood change also provided. Finally, a label
of “None” was provided by default where no mood change was identified for that
given post.

B Hyper-parameters Searched

We perform a grid-search over the HEAT parameters (eq 1): both β (decay
rate) and α (self-excitation) in the range [0.00001, 0.001, 0.1] for both datasets.
All models are searched with learning rates in the range [0.0001, 0.001, 0.01] on
Reddit and [0.001, 0.01] for TalkLife. All models are trained with 100 epochs
with early stopping using a patience of 5 for all models and both datasets.
For the BiLSTM module, we perform a grid-search over all layers using output
dimensions of [128, 256, 512] and [128, 256] for Reddit and Talklife respectively.
All models were implemented with PyTorch, and were trained using K-Fold cross
validation over 5 folds using training, validation, and testing sizes of 60%, 20%,
20% respectively.


